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At a glance – What we do in this study?
Setting: Early Moving <IR> Firms (pilot and self
declared)
RQ: Does the capital market reward early moving
<IR> firms?
Hypothesis:
– Value relevance of level of integrativeness for
early moving firms (EM) is higher that that of
non-early moving firms (NEM)
– And value relevance of level of
integrativeness will increase over time for EM

Motivation:
– <IR>’s focus on providers of financial capital,
especially long-term investors
– Costs and benefits of participation in the programme
– Is there alignment between the information needs of
investors and other stakeholders?
– Emerging alternative framework for corporate
reporting that will address shortcomings of financial
reporting
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Contribution and Implications
Contribution
– Cheng et al.’s (2013) call for capital market studies on
<IR>
– Build on existing literature on voluntary disclosure,
and literature on capital market effects of nonfinancial disclosures
Implications
– Inform IIRC in its continuation of development of <IR>
– Inform early moving firms and businesses considering
adoption of <IR>

Background to <IR> and the IIRC’s Pilot
Programme
<IR> is: the integration of financial and non-financial
information in a report that conveys information about
an organisation’s value creation processes over short-,
medium-, and long-term through its use of six capitals
– Six capitals: Financial, manufactured, social and
relationship, natural, intellectual, human capitals
Why <IR> is needed: Shortcomings in current reporting
models
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Background to <IR> and the IIRC’s Pilot
Programme (continued)
– Networks of organisations that have aided the
development of principles, content, and
practical application of <IR>
– September 2011 to September 2014 (Three
years)
– Businesses are in different stages of <IR>
adoption
– Integrated Thinking

Background to <IR> and the IIRC’s Pilot
Programme (continued)
Current Literature
– New phenomenon in practice and academia
– Cheng et al. (2013): Identify areas for
research
– Lodhia (2014), Humphrey et al. (2014),
Serafeim (2014), Zhou (2014) Mio and Fasan
(2013)
– Jensen and Berg (2012) Incentives towards
traditional sustainability reporting vs <IR>
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Voluntary Disclosures
Studies are based on the existence of an information gap
between management and investors
– Voluntary disclosure as a communication tool for private
information
– Benefits for firm to disclose (Healy & Palepu, 2001)
Motivation for voluntary disclosures
– Economics-based: Capital markets transaction hypothesis,
management talent, signalling hypothesis
– Stakeholder-based: Stakeholder theory, legitimacy theory,
institutional theory

The Capital Market Effects of Non-financial
Disclosures
Past studies’ findings
– Relationship between social investments and economic
performance could be curvilinear
– Incongruence still exists in findings
– Growing interest in non-financial information
– Combination of financial and non-financial information
Cost of capital effects
– Direct and indirect effects
Information intermediary effects
– Superior information set available
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Why study <IR>?
RQ1: Does the capital market reward early moving <IR> firms
RQ2: Is there an improvement in the market performance of
early moving <IR> firms in the long run?
IIRC’s value proposition for <IR>
– Internal and external drivers of <IR> (Adams et al. 2011)
– Anecdotal evidence
Investor focus of <IR>
– Clearer information: Information asymmetries, transaction
costs, liquidity
– Better investment decisions and returns

Research Design
Data:
– List of early moving firms (IIRC pilot and GRI self-declared)
– Firm-data – Datastream
– Self-developed <IR> Score (IRSCR) – Asset4 ESG Database
Research design:
– Matched firm sample: size, return, industry, country using PSM
– Control firms part of Asset4 ESG database
Additional tests:
– Early-movers versus late-movers
– Country (i.e. impact of South African firms) and industry
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MODEL

MODEL
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Results

Results – H2
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Results
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Summary of Results
Size, ROA and individual proxies of capital are
significant determinants for likelihood to be an
early moving <IR> firm
Level of integrativeness is value relevant for early
moving firms and this increases over time.
Robust after controlling for countries with
sustainability disclosure regime

Limitations
– Perceived credibility or seriousness of
participation
– Limited timeframe for analysis
– Other means to control for endogeneity
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